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Problem Statement
The DiverLog+ app was originally designed by a developer who mainly focused on the functionality
of and overlooked user interaction and usability. My challenge was to take over the leadership of the
project, analyze the existing app and provide “quick win” solutions within a short period of time before
redesigning the entire app in 2020.

Project Goals
•

Establish brand credibility through excellent usability

•

Define primary actions and prioritize the key functions to simplify the design

•

Improve the user experience and increase the review rating on the app store from 2 to 4 stars
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Usability Testing
and Interviews

ROBERT

USER INTERVIEW 1

Initial Findings

Key Takeaways

Since he’s been diving decades as an instructor and also
often dives for work, he stopped tracking every single
dive after diving 1000+ times. For that reason, he’s not
interested in the features to share his own dives on the
social media or adding buddies to share photos.

• Simplify and make Tab Bar design intuitive - Define
primary actions and prioritize the key functions in
order to reduce the number of icons with a label and
move the non-primary functions to Setting or More
Menu. (e.g. Profile and Statistics)
• Make the icon designs intuitive with a label - Redesign the icons and add a label (“The My Devices”
icon doesn’t looks like a computer and the pie chart
doesn’t make sense to me.” By Robert)
• Add an “exit” - Add cancel or exit option to some
sections (e.g. Profile, Divelog)
• Make each text field tappable - Besides “Edit” option, make each text field tappable to edit and “X” to
delete the existing text easily.

Instead, he uses the app for his dive classes. He likes that
DiverLog+ app allows a user to add multiple same computers with a different nickname. He can add all his students’ dive computers to his app and it’s easy to watch
students’ setting. He also dives with his family, wife and
children and likes to use the app to check their settings
and make sure their safety.

Pain Points
User Background
Robert is a very experienced and
active diver who is in mid 40s
and often globally dives for work
and also dives as a dive instructor
at local spots.

Since he only needs some of the features for his dive
classes, he prefers a simpler interface to get to the
features he uses the most because he thought many
items that he doesn’t need or use often are on the
primary location (Tab Bar) and a little distractive.
Some of the icons are not intuitive and unrecognizable without text (e.g. a pie chart icon for Statistics).
He also thought it would be nice if he can turn off
some of the features and hide the items he doesn’t
need (Profile and Statistics).
One more thing he found not intuitive was there’s no

back or close page bottom on the upper left/right
corner on some sections. For example, when you
open one of the divelogs on Dive, there are arrows on
the upper right corner to see the next and previous
divelog but there’s no Close X or Back arrow on the
upper left corner to exit.
Another pain point he encountered was he couldn’t
add or edit items by just tapping each text field on
the Profile section which is a common action in many
apps. He found it it’s not intuitive that he has to tap
“Edit” on the upper right corner. Also, there’s no exit
without saving.

PATRICK

USER INTERVIEW 2

Initial Findings

Key Takeaways

Over all, he likes using DiverLog+ app because it’s much
easier and faster to record his dives than a paper divelog
book. He exclusively uses DiverLog+ app since Bluetooth feature has been added to some Aqua Lung dive
computers.

• Add auto-sync - Auto-sync makes downloading
process easier. Users should be able to select on and
off this function.
• Enable “Duplicate” existing gear bags - Duplicating
and modifying a few gear bags is much easier than
creating a whole new set.
• Enable to add a gear when to click an icon (e.g.
“Add BC”) besides “+”

He likes the feature that he can add dive pictures to each
dive on the Divelog section. He sometimes shares dive
pictures on social media but the main reason he keeps
his dive pictures on Divelog is to remember what kind of
fish or underwater creature he can see at each dive spot
and it’s helpful to track for future dives.
Another feature he uses is Gear Bags. Since he’s been
diving 10 years and has multiple dive gears, he likes to
create specific Gear Bags for each region (e.g. Southern
California, Caribbean Sea, etc.) not just warm and cold
water.

User Background
Patrick is in mid 20s and has
been diving for 10 years since his
family vacation. He’s a local diver
who dives once every other week
with his friend and also teaches
once a month as an instructor.

Pain Points
He normally keeps 20-30 dives on each dive computer until downloading to DiverLog+ because he’s
always busy and sometimes he feels a little troublesome to sit at computer and download. He mainly
uses dive computers with Bluetooth connectivity
because it’s easier than connecting with a cable but
he wishes it was even easier.
Another feature he wishes to have is breathing rate

on Diverlog on Statistics. He said it would be cool
to see how he breathes in a graph on each dive with
different dive conditions (regulator, warm/cold water,
cave dives, etc.)
Also, he thought it would be an nice option if he could
duplicate existing Gear Bags and could edit a few
gears instead of creating an entire new set because
he only needs to edit a few gears.

KEVIN

USER INTERVIEW 3

Initial Findings

Key Takeaways

He feels DiverLog+ works very good for his needs. Every
time he completes his dive, he quickly downloads the
dive info including the GPS coordinates to his app.

• Add a “Share” icon to users’ manuals and make
them more accessible. Also, if it’s possible, make
the users’ manuals accessible without the internet
because some dive spots don’t have the internet
connection.
• Make the users’ manuals responsive. Change the
manuals to responsive to improve to make it easier
to read on mobile.
• Make the text size larger - Follow the iOS guideline
and make the text size larger.

Pain Points

User Background
Kevin is a very active advanced
diver in early 50s. He goes diving
every weekend for fun and also
as an instructor. He likes to take
underwater photography share
on social media and sometimes
provides his pictures to scientific
research.

The latest dives appear at the bottom when to select
- When he syncs his computer to download dive logs,
the latest dives appears at the bottom and he has to
scroll all the way to the bottom to select because he
has many dives on his computer.
Users’ manuals are not easily accessible - Sometimes
he checks users manuals on the app. He knows he can
find them “My Devices” but the text is small and he
has to pinch and make the text size larger to read. He
wishes if it was larger and easier to read on his phone.
Also, he sometimes wants to share the file just by
himself to read on his desktop computer or print out

a page but there’s no share icon on the manuals. He
knows manuals are somewhere on the website but he
thought it would be much easier he could just share
from the app.
Some text is small on mobile - Since he has a larger
phone, he can read the text “ok” but without his glasses especially outside, the text is little small to read.
The ability to separate the dive logs based on computer type - He’s been using multiple computers and
would like to separate them. Plus, he’d like to be able
to sort them in sequential order as well.
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UI/UX Improvements
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01 | 03

Login

Error messages
Error messages should precisely indicate the problem
and constructively suggest a solution.

1. Error message should be precise and helpful
“Login” doesn’t specify it is an error message. Change
Login to Login Failed and tell users what is going on
and how to fix (e.g. “Your password is in correct. Please
enter a valid email or password.”).

Don’t

Do
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02 | 03

Login

Forgot Password

Forgot Password?

2. Always inform users where they are
At a glance, do you know where you are and
why you need to enter your email address?
You’ll be navigated to this page after clicking
the link, “Forgot Password.” Add “Recover Your
Password” or “Password Assistance” to the
page. The system should always keep users
informed about where they are and what is
going on.

Current

Suggested
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03 | 03

Login
Social Login

3. Offer alternative methods of registration
such social login or Google login
Social or Google login allows users to easily login to
DiverLog+ app with an existing account, like Facebook,
Google or Twitter. Not everyone will use these, but
those who are willing to do so will be able to register
more quickly. This feature also eliminates the need to
create and remember another password.

4. Offer Touch ID and/or Face ID
Allow people to use fingerprint authentication (such as
Touch ID) to log in. This method will remove most pain
from the login process.
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01 | 02

Register
Repeated fields

1. Do not repeat fields
Typing passwords and emails is painful enough; typing
them twice is twice as painful. It also lowers conversion
rate. Ask only once and make the sign up process as
easy as possible.

2. Add the option to show/hide password
To avoid mistyping passwords, allow people to see
passwords to check for errors. Instead, add hide/show
icons for masking passwords when necessary (see the
example below).
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02 | 02

Register

Placeholders and clear CTA
3. Do not use placeholders as labels
Placeholder text within a form field makes it difficult for people to remember what information
belongs in a field and to check for and fix errors.
Placeholders should convey a meaningful conversation, such as the format of input or description of
input like below.

4. Show clear call-to-actions
Being specific and telling users excatly what to do
is important. Change the CTA button Register to
either Create Account, Sign Up Free or Join Now.
Register

Don’t

Create Account

Do

Don’t

Do
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01 | 02

User Profile
Minimize User Input
1. Minimize User Input
Keep forms as short as possible by removing any unnecessary fields. The app should ask for only the bare
minimum of information from the user unless users can
share the address, contact and medical information in
an emergency situation.
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02 | 02

Cancel

User Profile
User control and freedom

2. Add an emergency exit, “Cancel”
Users often mistype or choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked “emergency exit”
to leave the unwanted state. Currently, when you open
the profile section, there’s only one option to leave,
Save but there’s no option to just exit without updating
anything. Add “Cancel” to the upper left corner.

3. Give users freedom to log out
Once you create your account, you don’t currently have
an option to log out on the profile state. Give users
freedom to log out or delete an account.

4. Make each text field tappable
Besides “Edit” option, make each text field tappable to
edit and “X” to delete the existing text easily.

555-123-5555
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01 | 04

Divelog

Increase readability
1. Make font sizes larger
The current font sizes are really small especially on
the “Divelog section. Follow each platform guideline*
for font sizes. If users can’t read, they won’t use. Also,
add visual hierarchy.
https://learnui.design/blog/ultimate-guide-font-sizesui-design.html

2. Be mindful of the spacing
White space helps focus the user on each interaction area. It’s important to be mindful of the spacing
between lines of copy. Also, if spacing was too small
between icons, users would accidentally click more
often.
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02 | 04

Divelog

Increase readability
The image on the right is the example
with larger text and spacing.

3. Increase font color contrast to
improve readability
The darker and lighter text increases
visual hierarchy; primary information is
in a darker color which more attention.

Current

Suggested
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03 | 04

Divelog
Dialog Design

A dialog is an overlay that requires the user to interact
with and it’s designed to elicit a response from the user.

4. Use a clear question and options
Avoid presenting users with ambiguous or unclear
options. The dismissive action text “No” answers the
question, but does not suggest what will happen afterwards. Instead, use “Delete All“ and “Cancel.“ These two
options clearly indicate what will happen.

Don’t

Do
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04 | 04

Divelog

Download divelogs from your computer
5. Add auto sync
Auto sync makes downloading process much easier. Users should be able to select on and off this function.
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01 | 02

Settings
Font size

1. Enable to change font sizes
People expect most apps to respond when they
choose a different text size in Settings but most apps
don’t. Have you had an experience that you are very
annoyed by the restaurant menus because the text
was too small to read? Since the half of the age group
of scuba divers is 40 years old and plus, the text size
should respond to the iOS setting or at least, give users a few text size options (small, medium and large)
to make text size larger on the DiverLog+ Setting.
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02 | 02

Settings
Toggle usage

The toggle switch represents a physical switch
that allows users to turn things on and off.

2. Use toggles for “on” and “off”
Currently, a toggle switch on DiverLog+ is also
used for selecting one from two equal options;
not on and off options. This could be a little confusing for some users. On the right screen, at a
glance, it doesn’t look really obvious which time
format is selected, 12 or 24, because the switch is
next to 24 but the “on color” green is next to 12.

3. Add an arrow > when there are other
options to choose
Add > next to the selected language to imply
there are other options.

Current

Suggested
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01 | 02

Tab Bars

Avoid having too many tabs
1. Consolidate the icons not frequently used
Tab Bar should only contain essential icons. Each additional icon reduces the tappable area and increases
the chance of mis-tapping. Suggested numbers of
icons are generally between three and five on iPhone.
DiverLog+ currently has seven.
Once you add your information, you don’t need to
have the Profile icon in the primary location. Move the
icon under More Menu or Setting to reduce the number of icons. Also, consider to move the Notification
icon to the upper right corner of Navigation Bar.
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02 | 02

Tab Bars
Icons

1. Make the icons more intuitive
One of the users said “The My Devices”
icon doesn’t looks like a computer and
the pie chart doesn’t make sense to
me.”

2. Add a label to make icon
recognizable
Redesign the icons and also consider to
add a label under each icon.

Profiles

My Devices

Divelog

Statistics

Settings

Notifications

More Menu
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01 | 03

Gear Bags
Add new gear

Current

1. Primary action should be on the right and
bold
According to the user interface standard, the primary/
desirable action should be always placed on the right
of the dialog box and the secondary action on the left.
Users start with their eyes on the secondary action,
and move their eyes to the primary action to click the
button.
For that reason, “Done” should be on the right. In addition, the label should be clear call-to-action, “Save.”
Suggested
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02 | 03

Gear Bags

Add gear to your Gear Bag
2. Make the icon functional
“Add Boots” is a clear large call-to-action but if you
click the icon, it doesn’t do anything. To add a new
item, you need to click the “+” on the upper right
corner.
During usability testing, some users clicked the “Add
Boots” icon instead of +. Make the “Add OOO” icons
also functional to add a new item.
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03 | 04

Gear Bags
Add a cylinder section

3. Make the gear bag section include a selection
for aluminum or steel tanks and add a size selection for that
A suggestion from Michael.
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04 | 04

Gear Bags
Duplicate existing bags

4. Enable to “Duplicate” existing gear bags
Duplicating and modifying a few gear bags is much
easier than creating a whole new set.
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01 | 01

Buddies
Contact List

1. Enable to search quickly
Add a Search box at the top. Also
change the contact list to alphabetical
order. It seems entirely random.

?

Add A, B, C letters for each section
and add a star for sorting “Favorites”
easier.

1. List only the primary info
Remove “Phone: ” and the address.
Less is better to skim the information.

Current

Suggested

